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Excellent design 

2,5“ Memory Board + 3,5“ Memory Board 

Combining a high-quality design and superlative
performance, the 2.5" Memory Board external hard drive
is a state-of-the-art storage solution for transferring and
securing photos, videos, music and other data.

The hard drive impresses with its ultra-modern
enclosure design made of premium aluminium in
anthracite and is particularly easy to stow thanks to its
compact shape. A modest logo engraving and blue LED
display are additional optical highlights. Due to its small
size the Memory Board is easy to carry and ideal for on-
the-road use with a laptop or Macbook. In addition to the
modern design, the Memory Board also features a Super
Speed USB 3.0 interface to enable ultra-fast data
transfer rates.

Statement by the jury:
„With its aluminium enclosure, this hard drive renders a
durable and classy impression. It is a modern memory
solution and attractive accessory in one.“



Excellent design 

2,5“ Memory Safe

The Intenso Memory Safe offers maximum security for
all your personal data.

Featuring certified AES 256-bit hardware encryption, the
external hard drive encrypts all data stored on the
device. An individually selected PIN code of 4 to 12 digits
ensures that your personal data is protected against
third-party access even if the hard drive is lost. Both the
on-board encryption chip and applied algorithm are FIPS
140-2 certified and consequently meet the latest state-
of-the-art security standard. Memory Safe is a high-
performance external USB 3.0 hard drive that enables
PIN-protected storage of all personal data on one single
hard drive. Such benefits make the Memory Safe the
perfect choice for mobile use, whether business-related
or private.

Statement by the jury :
„With its discreet design, this hard drive conveys
durability, pointing to high security standards with
regard to encryption.“



Excellent design 

Powerbank Q10000

Astonishing charging speed, high capacity and compact
design: The Intenso Quick Charge Powerbank Q10000
provides optimum effectiveness for mobile charging
processes.

With the Quick Charge 3.0 function, the Q10000 charges
compatible devices up to 4x faster than conventional
chargers. A rechargeable battery can be brought up to
80% of its capacity in a time of just 35 minutes. Quick
Charge works with an intelligent communication
algorithm between the devices. Through this intelligent
complete control, the mobile charging process has not
only maximum efficiency, but it also ensures that the
device being charged is handled carefully. Thanks to the
installed lithium polymer batteries with a capacity of
10,000 mAh, the Powerbank Q10000 prevails with its
astonishingly fast charging processes as well as its thin
design.


